SUMMARY In order to improve the efficiency and speed of match seeking in fractal compression, this paper presents an Average-Variance function which can make the optimal choice more efficiently. Based on it, we also present a fast optimal choice fractal image compression algorithm and an optimal method of constructing data tree which greatly improve the performances of the algorithm. Analysis and experimental results proved that it can improve PSNR over 1 dB and improve the coding speed over 30-40% than ordinary optimal choice algorithms such as algorithm based on center of gravity and algorithm based on variance. It can offer much higher optimal choice efficiency, higher reconstructive quality and rapid speed. It's a fast fractal encoding algorithm with high performances.
Introduction
The main idea of fractal image compression is to seek the best match block for the current range block. It needs great compute quantum for match seeking and cause a low encoding speed. So how can we decrease the compute quantum with maintaining the seeking performance become the most important problem in improving the running speed of fractal image compression [1] . One of the methods to solve this problem is decreasing the match times for each range block [2] . But it may cause a great descend of decoding quality. Many improved algorithms have been presented in these years [3] - [5] . One of the most representative method is based on center of gravity [6] . The main idea of this algorithm is to match the center of gravity of the range block and match blocks to find the best match block. It can greatly reduce the compute quantum than original algorithm but cause a great descend on decoding quality. Another optimal method is based on variances of image blocks [7] . But because the variances of the image blocks cannot represent the distribution characteristics perfectly, the efficiency of the algorithm is quite low.
In order to solve this problem, this paper presents an average-variance function which can embody the request of match error much better than center of gravity. Based on it this paper presents a fast optimal choice fractal image compression algorithm whose performances are much better than original algorithms. Several optimal methods are proposed and the analysis and experimental results proved Manuscript 
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where C and h are the optimize match parameters. Apply (3) and (4) in (2) we can get:
so:
Because d R 2 and r i are constant value for a fixed range block, so dis(R, D) is only decided by d D 2 and LDis(R, D). The proof is end .
From Theorem 2.2 we know: if we want to choose the match blocks more efficiently, the criterion function we used should embody both the variance and the luminance distribute difference between R and D. That is, we should study the distribute difference with eliminating the linear factors in it. At the same time the main influence of variance of D to match error are also barring the linear factors. This mean we should eliminate the linear factor before use it as the choose criterion function. So this paper presents the following criterion function:
Definition 2.3:
The average-variance function of image block A is:
where
2 is the variance of A, a i is the luminance value of pixels in A, a is the average of a i , max(A) is the largest luminance value of pixels in A, min(A) is the smallest luminance value of pixels in A.
Through eliminating the influence of the value range of luminance it can embody the distribute characteristics more perfectly and more comparable than variance. It's not difficult to find the accurate ratio that match block D with small value of mcov(R) − mcov(D) can offer better match is higher than original functions. Because it can offer more distribute information and embody the requests of match error more perfectly than center of gravity, it is more efficient as a choose criterion function.
Obviously the compute quantum of this function is less than the match calculation. Then how about it compare with center of gravity? Because the variance of R and D should be used in algorithm based on center of gravity and in calculating match error and match parameters, the compute quantum brought by this function is only the compute quantum of request the max and min value of luminance. It needs at most 2(N −1) times comparing between two integer number [8] and is distinctly less than calculating position of center of gravity (needs at least 4N times multiplication between float numbers). So the computing quantum of this function is much less than the other algorithms.
Based on the average-variance function this paper presents the following optimal choice algorithm.
Main Idea of the Fast Optimal Choice Algorithm
The main idea of the fast optimal choice fractal image compression algorithm is:
1. Calculate the average-variance function mcov (R) of the current range block R as (8) described. 2. Calculate the average-variance function mcov (D) of all match blocks in the initial match pool and calculate the difference mcov(R) − mcov(D) .
3. Sort the resulted difference mcov(R) − mcov(D) and choose the smallest t match blocks from it to construct the optimal choice match pool.
4. Select one match block D from the optimal choice match pool, calculate dis(R, D) and compare with the error criterion e:
when dis(R, D) ≤ e, D is the target match block, register its position and calculate the match parameters and the optimal rotation style with original method. That is, select the rotation style with best mach error (C and h can be calculated by Eqs. (3) and (4)). If the resulted optimal match error cannot satisfied the request, turn to the next match block, then turn to the next range block; when dis(R, D) > e, turn to the next match blocks in the optimal choice match pool until get the target match block.
5. If there is no appropriate block, increasing the size of initial match pool and repeat the above steps.
From the expatiation above we can discover that through using average-variance function as the optimal choice criterion this algorithm greatly reduce the match times and the compute quantum. It greatly improves the running speed with holding the decoding quality. We can also discover that the value of size of the optimal choice match pool t and the error criterion e greatly influence the seeking efficiency and running speed of the algorithm. Next we will discuss the influence and the optimal configure scheme of these parameters.
Analysis and Optimization

Parameter Analysis
A great deal of Stat. experimental results show that the target match block always distribute around the current range block [9] . So this paper constructs the initial match pool with match blocks that distribute around current range block with size of s. Profit from the high choosing efficiency the best match blocks are almost include in the optimal match pool. There is few appropriate match blocks that is not be chosen into the optimal match pool. At the same time, because it always needn't to match for t times we can obtain the target match block, so increasing the value of t always has no help for improving the seeking quality. And we know that t can be changed online as the algorithm progress, so if only we do not set t to a too much larger value it would not cause much influence on the seeking results. From the experimental results this paper presents that the appropriate value of t is about one third of M: the size of initial match pool.
The error criterion e is an important parameter which greatly influences the performance of the algorithm. Because it decides the error level it greatly influences the decoding quality and because it decides the terminate condition of each seeking it greatly influence the seeking speed. 
where K and k i are constant value. It's easily to find that d R 2 is the most important items in the equation. Many papers have show that the sensibility of human vision system is changed with the complexity of image. The vision system is more sensible to those areas with low complexity and quite insensible to those much complex areas. So this paper presents to set the error criterion as a linear function to the variance of range block. That is e = ud R 2 , where u is the linear coefficient. The value of u can be decided by the request PSNR value for decoding quality in following way.
From the definition of PSNR we know:
where MSE is the mean square error between the original object and the resulted object. Let δ A 2 as the variance of image A, we obtain: 
Thus u can be decided by algorithm automatically. Because the error criterion can be decided by algorithm automatically and can be changed along with the contents of image blocks change automatically, we called it as an adaptive error criterion. Through the design of adaptive error criterion this algorithm descends the match times in reason with little influence on the seeking results and improves the vision quality on the reconstruct image with holding the decoding quality measured by PSNR value.
Construct the Data Tree to Improve the Speed
Through analysis on the algorithm we can find that there exist great calculations which would be repeated for many times as the algorithm progress, such as calculate the average value, the variance and the average-variance function. The compute quantum is so huge that greatly influence the speed of the whole algorithm. If we can optimize the calculation it would greatly improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore, based on the rapid development of the compute techniques especially on the development of data tree technique, this paper present a kind of construction of data tree and apply it in the algorithm in order to improve the seeking speed.
For the repeating calculations of range block, it was because the number of range blocks is not too larger and the calculated results such as r and δ 2 A must be used in the following seeking, we can calculate the values needed in seeking before the algorithm has started and store these calculate results into a data tree as a leave node to the range block node. Thus during the seeking progress we can query the values from the tree instead of calculating them again and again.
It is more difficult to solve the problem for match blocks than range block because of its great number. For example, there is an image with size of 512 × 512, if we set the size of range block to 8 × 8, then the size of match block is 16 × 16, thus the number of match block is about 240000 and the memory size it need would achieve about 3 Mbytes when float number is stored with 4 bytes. It is too huge for an image with only about 260 Kbytes. In order to reduce the great repeating calculations of match blocks, because the seeking of algorithm in this paper is progress around the range block, this paper presents a kind of dynamic updating store method by area division.
The main idea of the method is: divide the whole image into several areas, only store the data of match blocks which belonged to the area that current range block is also belonged to. While we turn to the next range block, we first check if it is belonged to the current area. If yes, we can query data from tree without any calculation. If no, update the tree with data of the new area that the new range block is belonged to. Again for the example to an image with size of 512 × 512, if we divide the image into areas with size of 64 × 64 (which is sufficient for practicing), the memory size it need is reduced to less than 50 Kbytes. It is much acceptable in practical usage. We also notice that there still exits much repeating calculations for those blocks that positioned in border of areas we divided. In order to solve this problem, this paper presents the following conception. As Fig. 1 show, only R 3 is belonged to the area that be surrounded by black rectangle and only blocks covered by the shadow range entirely are belonged to this area. The range with size of 2N × 2N that centered by the top left pixel of the block is showed as shadow range around R 4 . Then we solve the repeating problems of the blocks that positioned in border of areas. Of course, the blocks that positioned in the top border or the left border of the whole image are belonged to areas which cover the block itself. Thus, we substitute the query operations for the calculate operations. Along with the rapid development of techniques of data tree structure, the compute quantum it needed for query, update, delete and move in data tree is very small. Obviously, it can greatly reduce the compute quantum of the algorithm and greatly improve the running speed. Noticed it asked no request for the seeking algorithm, it is a kind of optimal method that can be applied in almost all kinds of fractal image compression algorithms.
Experimental Results
Here presents experimental results and compares the algorithm in this paper with algorithm based on center of gravity and variance. In order to show the results more clearly, we use Matlab as the experimental tool and adopt no optimal methods in computing techniques. The test image is Lenna (256 × 256 pixels, 256 gradations). We starting define the range blocks with size of 4 × 4, and the match blocks with size if 8 × 8, the size of initial match pool is set to 64 (that is, only select the match blocks whose left-top pixels are in the 8 × 8 range of the left-top of the current range block) and t is set to 25. The scheme of the algorithm of center of gravity and the algorithm of variance can be found in the Refs. [6] and [7] .
Through set the different request PSNR value we get the result as shown in Fig. 2 . In order to compare with the other two algorithm and show the advantage of the algorithm in this paper, we do not apply the data tree technique in this experimental. With Fig. 2 it shows that the algorithm presented in this paper improve the decoding quality over 1 dB than the other algorithms with the same running time. Table 1 The advantage of data tree. It also reduces the running time for about 30% to 40% in achieving the same PSNR value. We can also find that when PSNR over 30 dB, it changes much gently along with time increasing than the other algorithms. This proved the high efficiency of the optimal choice in this algorithm. Obviously, the algorithm in this paper can greatly improve the speed with holding compression ratio and decoding quality and is more prior to the other algorithms. Now presents the experimental results on the data tree. The image and other parameter are the same as above.
With Table 1 it shows that applying data tree can greatly improve the running speed. The advantage of this technique is quite clear. Now presents the experimental results on influence of t. The image and other parameter are the same as above.
With Fig. 3 it shows that: when t is much smaller, it has rapid seeking speed but can not offer enough decoding quality; when t is set to a much larger value, the decoding quality level it can achieve is not much higher than t = 25 but cost great running time instead; when t is set to about one third of size of initial match pool it can offer rapid seeking speed and enough decoding quality. So this paper presents to set t to such value.
Next presents the experimental results on error criterion e. Again the image and the parameters are set to the same as above, t = 25 and the request PSNR is 30 dB. With Table 2 it shows that: when the fixed criterion is smaller, it can offer higher decoding quality but needs a long time; when increasing the fixed criterion it can improve the seeking speed but cause a much rapid descend on decoding quality. The experimental results prove the advantage of the adaptive error criterion in improving the encoding speed with holding the decoding quality that presented in this paper.
Figures 4 and 5 show the decoding results of the adaptive error criterion and the fixed criterion with e = 50. In order to show the difference between the two figures more clearly, we show the distance result of the two figure to the original Lenna image (as show in Figs. 6 and 7) . In Fig. 6 the dark degree of pixels shows the distance between Fig. 4 and the original figure. Figure 7 shows the distance between Fig. 5 and the original figure. Although the PSNR of the two results is almost the same, the image of Fig. 4 is almost the same as the original image in vision with only a little dark in the most complex region, but it can easily find several light point and gray squares in the background of Fig. 5 . This means Fig. 4 own higher vision quality than Fig. 5 although they have same PSNR value. It proves the advantage in seeking speed and decoding quality of adaptive error criterion presented in this paper.
Conclusion
In order to improve the seeking efficiency and speed of fractal image compression, this paper presents an AverageVariance function which can make the optimal choice more efficiently. Based on it, here also present a fast optimal choice fractal image compression algorithm and an optimal method in constructing data tree which greatly improve the performances of the algorithm. In great degrees it solves the difficult problem in improving the seeking speed with hold-ing the decoding quality. Analysis and experimental results proved that it can improve PSNR over 1 dB and improve the encoding speed over 30-40% than ordinary optimal choice algorithms such as algorithm based on center of gravity. It can offer much higher optimal choice efficiency, higher reconstructive quality and rapid speed. It's a fast fractal encoding algorithm with high performances.
